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About This Content

Enhance your Vault-hunting experience with a fresh new style! This pack contains the Horned Child head and Bring Out Your
Dead skin for the Mechromancer - look for them in the character customization menu! This pack requires the Mechromancer

pack, sold separately.
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Title: Borderlands 2: Mechromancer Madness Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Gearbox Software, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Borderlands
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB(XP)/ 2 GB(Vista)

Hard Disk Space: 13 GB free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean
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borderlands 2 siren madness pack. borderlands 2 mechromancer madness pack

Lets just get this out of the way first. This is not a rouge like. It is a rouge light or rouge like like, depending on what you prefer
to call that genre.

The progression system in the game is generally speaking good but it does have a major problem. The resources needed to
upgrade the structures in town are initially only given out by the keep once you have successfully completed an encounter so
you\u2019d presume that it would be a good idea to upgrade the keep as soon as possible to get more resources after each
encounter. The problem here is that the keeps first upgrade cost more then any other buildings last upgrade. This means that by
the time you can afford to upgrade the keep you can afford to upgrade some other building that is more likely to enhance your
chances of survival. Basically there is no reason to upgrade the keep unless you have nothing left to upgrade at that time and this
only occurs if you have maxed out all other structures or the remaining upgrades are locked behind an encounter limit, which
only the experience vault has at this time. I would suggest that the keeps upgrade cost be reduced or a different structure with a
lower upgrade cost handle rewarding resources.

Looking at the different kinds of encounters I\u2019d say that the hostile, defense, and friendly encounters make sense but the
gamble encounter seems pointless as it is. As far as I can tell there are now benefits to doing a gamble encounter over any other
that is available at the encounter level your on. The only reason to choose to do a gamble encounter is either you have no other
option or you are hoping to avoid one of the other encounter options. Honestly the gamble encounter should either be removed
or it should provide some kind of enhanced reward for completion, maybe you could pay renowned, money, or resources to up
the difficulty and if you win get back what you paid plus some amount based on difficulty.

The weakest point of the game, the combat. If this where a mobile game I\u2019d say the combat is good, but its not and it
isn\u2019t. Almost the entire game can be played with only five buttons and three of those you only use to open up menus and
that\u2019s a problem when you\u2019ve made a game like this on PC. Having the abilities and items tied to the number keys
isn\u2019t a problem, in-fact that\u2019s exactly how it should be. The problem comes in how you control your characters
movements and attacks. Both these actions are controlled by the left click of the mouse. Attacks occur automatically as soon as
the target you clicked on is in range, so the flow of combat is simply click on target wait until its dead repeat and maybe use and
ability or item if you have to. This makes the core game play loop very dull and disengaging. The only times it becomes a bit
more involved is when you have to kite an enemy, usually as the shaman, and even then it is just attack until the enemy gets to
close then run away making it two clicks instead of one.

The combat in this game needs to be reworked. Either give the player more control over the character they are using, have them
control more then one in an encounter, or make the levels more like dungeons with rooms and halls so that the player has
something to explore and move around in. As it stands now the combat just kills this game. It is not terrible but it is far from
great.. I felt like I was smashing keys and smashing the left click every second. Still needs work! If you want a good hand work
out and maybe carpal tunnell this game is for you!. The Whistleblower DLC is an absolute must for all horror\/Outlast fans.
I must admit that it took me waaay too long to finally buy it, but I don't
regret it at all! It gives you the Outlast experience from a whole new
perspective.

Totally recommended.. I like the cute graphics.
I like the combinating to create something new.
I can accept, that nowadays such games are not free anymore. (we all must earn our food from somewhere)

But the combinations... In the beginning no problem. You develop a feeling how detailed and serious you have to combine. The
further the game goes towards the finish the more absurd the combination become. Logical paths sometimes are very different.

Sample

Wagon + Energy = Car - Okay. Makes kinda sense but...
Bird + Electricity = Plane
...in real life I would come to the calculation "Bird + Electricity = grilled chicken".
Or how would you combine to get a pyramide? Stone and Sand? Wrong! Its Mummy + Cabin. ...a cabin??? I dunno.
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Dont get me wrong: on a base on its own it all makes sense and is fun. But the kind of logic switches too much for my taste. If
the combinations are abstract, then I would prefer to have also abstract results.

Nice little game, but I have seen structured ones (may it be serious or surreal ones) for free.
Sorry, I cant recommend, even though it has its funne moments.. I bought it for me and my friend It doesnt have a multiplayer
aspect anymore. So I refunded it.
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The DLC adds to the base game. If you like GC3 it's a must buy.. This game was more enjoyable to play for an hour than Just
Cause 3, which is a proper full body game that I have all dlc for. All in all, game is increadibly \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
fun.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2hMVnRG0OU

So I have been wanting to do a Game vid for a while but there has been nothing but a constant stream of shovelware on Steam
since Emberstone. Doom came out and I was pumped but not only was the game not fun to play but when I tried to record it
crashed my computer. Then I looked back and was like,. HEY I haven't played Kartong yet! I have to say I've been missing out!

So many game devs seem to forget they are building their game in VR. I Loved SVRVIVE when it came out and this Studio
nailed it again. Kartong is so fun to play and so immersive! I completely forgot I was recording in many instances I was so
absorbed in this game. It's bascially a Pac Man Style game really where you try to get through these atmospheric cardboard
mazes and collect items to battle the enemies that are roaming through the maze. I must admit I thought for some reason there
was a multi player mode but alas ,.. there is not. would be fun to run around and race your friends to the end though! nudge
nudge wink wink SVRVIVE studios. haha.

Graphics: At first I was pretty dissapointed until I saw the settings menu, which btw is super easy to use and navigate using
motion control, and bumped up the settings and man. they are beautiful. super crisp and clear! The style of this game is just so
great. you really feel like you are a tiny person in this giant maze made by some messed up kid ,.. seriously,.. this kid has
issues... from the Giant roaches that scurry by you to the freaky♥♥♥♥♥teddy bears and those damn bunny things! I don't know
if there are more I didn't play forever but they are certainly creepy! just a super atmosphere!

Sound: Sound is great! directional which is handy for hearing where those enemies are coming from with the spooky sounds that
they make as they walk around. the music is great! kind of a creepy circus/toy store style music that plays hauntingly in the
background.

Locomotion: you have the option to teleport, or walk and can play the free loco decoupled or not,.. (ahem bethesda,.. WTF!?) so
that is great! It is just so important for game devs to give us those options. I for one initially got sick with free loco when I first
started playing VR in sept 16,. but have got my VR legs now and teleport just sucks in comparisson but I can see why it needs to
be there. Just give us the option! thanks SVRVIVE! My only gripe would be that you have to stand in the little circle in the
middle of your playspace or the game goes black. For room scale purposes I would love to be able to move around a bit more.

Game play: the peeps at SVRVIVE studios just nail it when it comes to VR game play. There is so much more to it than just
walking and shooting. Kartong does a great job of utilizing motion controllers! You can effortlessly pick up the obects you find
and items that are find in giant gift boxes all over the mazes. Also you open the boxes with either big steering wheels or turn
keys that you find after killing the eneimies in the mazes. things like loading your crossbow with different types of ammo like
stick pins, or lit matches, (don't forget to light you matches, haha) just feel great and natural.
just another way to make you feel immersed in your game!

So in closeing, Kartong is a title you really must have in your VR Library. I does right what so many big "AAA" studios do
wrong! for like 9 bucks or whatever the price is it's totally worth the money. Really I feel like this game could be easily a 25
dollar game. Do yourself a favor and download Kartong and enjoy!

. I really liked this one, choice of robots is still my favourite CYOA game but being a pirate is always fun. My only complaint is
it seems too short and ends very abruptly. My time played is not accurate as i clicked away with the window open.. Lets get
started...

Characters:

Star Breaker - In my opinon, shes just about as powerful as the campagin version of Tomomo. To counter this, Star Breaker can
only chose win normas (though even if she could chose star normas, I would always do wins anyway) Her hyper sets 4 - 6
invisible traps that'll instantly reduce whoever steps on it's hp to one, minus the card setter. Another one of her plus sides is if
you win you'll get the duelist achivement (if you don't have it already)

Sweet Breaker - Sweet Breaker has completely balanced stats (all zeros) and a recovery value of six, so she seems pretty terrible
at first, but she'll gain +1 to all stats for every "reversed" card in her opponent's hand, which acutally makes her pretty powerful
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if used right. Her hyper card permanently reverses all three of the other player's cards and replaces one of their cards; The
downside to her hyper is that is costs 5x the number of all enemy cards.

Campagins:

One of the features of this pack is that it features two new campagins, with the Steam page saying that it expands the lore of the
game, which I don't really think is true. While the two new campagins may expand the lore of Star Breaker and Sweet Breaker
(if you consider 100% Orange Juice cannon that is), it doesn't really expand on the world Tomomo created.
Excluding the two breakers, 70% of the campagin's levels are filled with mostly DLC and bonus characters. Sweet Breaker's
campagin in particular is incredibly difficult as Tomomo is in literally every level, while Star Breaker's campagin is about the
same difficulty as the normal campagins (if you normally go for wins that is)
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